Apr – Jun 2006: An Update from BISIL NA, Inc
Bala Cynwyd, PA, Jun 30, 2006 (BISIL, NA) – Q2-06 was another stellar quarter for Enj in the marketplace with acquisition of
marquee clients. Enj deployments included deployments at a Global 500 diversified corporation with businesses in energy
and petrochemicals. The GL component of Enj has gained relevance with expansion of processes. These deployments are a
good example of how Enj supports ‘delivery to value’ concept.

About Enj
Enj is a leading Business Process Management
(BPM) product from BISIL that enables
organizations automate and manage business
processes.
BISIL's Enj is a versatile Enterprise Business
Process Management Platform that enables
organizations to attain a higher level of agility
and efficiency by helping automate processes as
well as providing a system to govern and monitor
the efficiency of the processes employed. Enj
incorporates a full business process life-cycle
connecting “people with people”, “systems with
people” and “systems with systems”. It combines
capabilities
of
Work
Flow,
Transaction
Management, and Document Management in one
system that is web-based, user friendly, scalable,
and has a service oriented architecture (SOA).
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Enj in Professional Services

Enj in Financial Sector

Enj has an existing track record in the professional services
segment. Enj deployments in professional services gained
further depth with additional deployments for automating
processes such as in the production, management, and
distribution of marketing collateral. This helps support both
the Quality Procedure initiative, as well as helps comply
with SOX guidelines. The solution helps manage business
rules based on the document level attributes as well as
process flow characteristics.

The other market segment in which Enj experienced growth is
the Financial Services Sector. An example of a deployment
during this quarter is Enj’s use by investment banking research
firm that uses Enj to extend its data gathering, collection,
collation process to its PEG clients. The solution comprises of
processes for collecting transaction information from private
equity groups on an anonymous, delivering it in an encrypted
format and large enough batches to protect the identification of
individual firms or deals and generating periodic reports on this
data.

Enj in Public Sector
Enj expanded on its deployments in the public sector as
well. Most notably, Enj helped automate processes at the
state level for capturing key elements for all contracts
signed by any state agency, running them through a QC
process, integrating this with the imaging database and
finally extending this to the public at large through a web
portal. This specific solution has many components to it
and helps integrate the operational processes with the
existing repository of contracts. The added benefits of the
solution offered were dynamic search capability on the
portal, and reports to track the usage of this portal. These
were enabled using the Portal and Dashboard components
of Enj respectively.

Enj GL in Petrochemical Industry
Enj was used for a prestigious assignment this quarter,
with its GL module implemented for a global leader in
petrochemical industry. Apart from standard GL modules
including roll-up groups, authorizations rules and levels,
appropriation, online posting, customer, supplier ledgers,
drill-down schedules in final accounts; advanced modules
for subsidiary/ branch accounting, consolidation and job
costing have also been implemented.
The other add on processes related to modules like
Inventory and Payroll are also a part of the solution
deployed.

More details on Enj at www.enjbiz.com

Enj Features and Functionality
Enj has added many new features and enhanced the existing
features in its various modules making the delivered solutions
feature-rich and friendly. The prominent among them are tighter
security management features – both for internal users as well
as those registering on the web portal; advanced UI features in
Modeler and Designer; enhancements to menu structure
personalization; parameterized control of settings.

Enj Distribution Network
Enj has found many satisfied users in the market and BISIL is
pleased to be extending its distribution network with the
resellers that bring wider geographical and technological
coverage to BISIL’s distribution network. BISIL has added
partners in Middle East, Near East and South Asia.

Future Guidance


Optimization to the wireless features – Enj Mobile



Integration to transact through reports



AJAX technology integration



Enhancements to the rules engine



Point Solution – SOX – Consolidation modules

More details on BISIL at www.bisil.com

